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ARTICLE 80

The Award is read out in publie sitting. the agents and counsci of the

parties being present or duly sunmoned to attend.

ARTICLE 81

The Award. duly pronounced and notified, to the agents of the parties.
seules the dispute deflnitivoly and without appeal.

ARTICLE 82
Amy dispute arising between the parties as to the interpretation and

execution of the Award shal, i the absence of an Agreement to the
contrary be submitted to the Tribunal which pronounced it.

ARTicLE 83

Ibo parties can reserve in the "'Compromis" the riglit to demand, the
revision of the Award.

In this cam and unless there be, an Agreemnt to the contrary. the demand
must be addressed to the Tribunal which pronounced the Award. 1h can,
only be made on the ground of the discovery of some new fact calculated
te exercise a decisive influence upon the Award and which was unknown
to the Tribunal and te the party which demanded the revision at the time
the discussion was closcd.

Proceedinga for revisiou can only bc instituted by a decision of the
Tribunal expressly recording the existence of the new fact; recognizing ini it
the. character described in the preceding paragraph, and declaring the deniand
admissible on this &round.

The " Compromis " fixes the period within which the demand for revision
must bc made.

ARTICLE 84
The Award is not biding except on the. parties in dispute.

When it concerna the iterpretation of a Convention to, which Powers
other than dhos i dispute are parties, they $hall inform, ail the Signatory
Powers i good time Each of these Powers îs entitled to iterveno. i the
case. If one or more avail themselves of this right, the interpretation
contained i the. Award is equally binding, on thorm.

ARTICLE 85

Each party pays its own expenses and an equal, share et the expenses of
the. Tribunal.


